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LET'S CONNECT

Live, learn, and connect in the heart of Silicon Valley by Immersing 
yourself in an environment of driven and like-minded individuals. Get
the unique opportunity to take advantage of DraperU's regular and 
custom programs. 

Learn the most relevant skills and emerging technologies from some
of the brightest innovators and founders in Silicon Valley.

Take advantage of the Draper ecosystem 
with its funds and accelerators, learn about 
emerging trends, and seek investment 
opportunities from mentors and investors. 

SILICON VALLEY IMMERSION

ENTREPRENEURSHIP TAUGHT 

BY ENTREPRENEURS

INDUSTRY EXPOSURE

DRAPER U 

THE EDUCATIONAL ARM OF THE 

DRAPER ECOSYSTEM

THE DRAPER U 

EXPERIENCE



DraperU

Boost VC

Hero City 

Draper Ventures Fund

Draper Ventures Network 

Draper Hero Institute 

Draper Tv 

EIP Program 

A 5-week pre-accelerator for 

entrepreneurs with early stage ideas or 

companies. You will learn about how 

we build startups in Silicon Valley, and 

gain the resources to accelerate yours. 

Become a hero 

PROGRAMS

HERO TRAINING

A 3-day intensive bootcamp 

for entrepreneurs, executives or 

companies looking for a crash- 

course of the silicon 

valley ecosystem, and what it takes 

to make a business idea, a reality.  

DRAPER-U BOOTCAMP 

A semester abroad program in 

collaboration with universities to 

incubate students and their 

companies, and scale their startup 

with top-level mentorship. 

SEMESTER IN SILICON VALLEY

DRAPER ECOSYSTEM

CAMPUS LIVING

Draper University is located in the 

heart of Silicon Valley: 44 E 3rd 

Avenue, San Mateo, CA 94401 

Tuition includes accommodations 

in Draper University’s double- 

occupancy dorms, with full-size 

beds.  

ALUMNI

$67M+  

Forbes 30 Under 30

60% International

Funding raised among 280 startups

7 alumni honored by Forbes

Hailing from over 76 countries

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

An intensive one-week course for 

startup and corporate executives 

who want to sharpen their 

leadership mindset, and learn 

Silicon Valley’s culture and best 

practices in innovation. 


